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Abstract
Recently, there is a rising interest in perceiving image
aesthetics. The existing works deal with image aesthetics
as a classification or regression problem. To extend the
cognition from rating to reasoning, a deeper understanding
of aesthetics should be based on revealing why a high- or
low-aesthetic score should be assigned to an image. From
such a point of view, we propose a model referred to as
Neural Aesthetic Image Reviewer, which can not only give
an aesthetic score for an image, but also generate a tex-
tual description explaining why the image leads to a plau-
sible rating score. Specifically, we propose two multi-task
architectures based on shared aesthetically semantic lay-
ers and task-specific embedding layers at a high level for
performance improvement on different tasks. To facilitate
researches on this problem, we collect the AVA-Reviews
dataset, which contains 52,118 images and 312,708 com-
ments in total. Through multi-task learning, the proposed
models can rate aesthetic images as well as produce com-
ments in an end-to-end manner. It is confirmed that the
proposed models outperform the baselines according to the
performance evaluation on the AVA-Reviews dataset. More-
over, we demonstrate experimentally that our model can
generate textual reviews related to aesthetics, which are
consistent with human perception.
1. Introduction
The problem of perceiving image aesthetics, styles, and
qualities has been attracting increasingly much attention re-
cently. The goal is to train an artificial intelligence (AI)
system being able to perceive aesthetics as human. In the
context of computer vision, automatically perceiving image
aesthetics has many applications, such as personal album
management systems, picture editing software, and content
∗Correspondence author
based image retrieval systems.
1©Prediction:High-aesthetic
category
2©Comments:Fantastic
colors and great sharpness.
1©Prediction:Low-aesthetic
category
2©Comments:The focus
seems a little soft.
Figure 1. Some examples to clarify the problem: The goal is to per-
ceive image aesthetics as well as generate reviews or comments.
In the literature, the problem of perceiving image aes-
thetics is formulated as a classification or regression prob-
lem. However, human vision and intelligence can not only
perceive image aesthetics, but also generate reviews or ex-
planations, which express aesthetic insights in a natural lan-
guage way. Motivated by this, we propose a new task of
automatically generating aesthetic reviews or explanations.
Imagine such a scenario that a mobile phone user takes a
photo and upload it to an AI system, the AI system can au-
tomatically predict a score indicating high or low rating in
the sense of aesthetics and generate reviews or comments,
which express aesthetic insights or give advices on how to
take photos being consistent with aesthetic principles.
Formally, we consider the novel problem as two tasks:
One is assessment on image aesthetics and the other is gen-
erating textual descriptions related to aesthetics, which is
important in that it enables understanding image aesthet-
ics not only from the phenomenon point of view but also
from the perspective of mechanisms. In Fig. 1, we demon-
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Figure 2. Our multi-task framework based on CNN plus RNNs,
which consists of an aesthetic image classifier and a language gen-
erator.
strate the rising of the problem by a couple of examples.
The problem that we explore here is to predict the images
of interest as high- or low-aesthetic based on the visual fea-
tures while producing the corresponding comments. For in-
stance, as shown in Fig. 1, our model can not only perform
prediction on image aesthetics, but also produce the com-
ments “Fantastic colors and great sharpness” for the top-
left image. In contrast to the image aesthetics classification
task [3, 14, 15], we extend it by adding a language gen-
erator, which can produce aesthetic reviews or insights, as
being helpful to understand aesthetics. Unlike image cap-
tioning [24, 8, 25], for which the existing works are focused
on producing factual descriptions while neglecting gener-
ation of descriptions of styles, we explore the problem of
generating descriptions in terms of aesthetics.
To facilitate this research, we collect the AVA-Reviews
dataset from Dpchallenge, which contains 52,118 images
and 312,708 comments in total. On the Dpchallenge web-
site, users can not only rate images with an aesthetic score
for each image, but also give reviews or explanations that
express aesthetic insights. For instance, comments such
as “an amazing composition” express high-aesthetic while
comments like “too noise” represent low-aesthetic. Moti-
vated by this observation, we use the users’ comments from
Dpchallenge as our training corpus.
In this paper, we propose a novel model referred to as
Neural Aesthetic Image Reviewer (NAIR), which can not
only distinguish high- or low-aesthetic images but aslo au-
tomatically generate aesthetic comments based on the cor-
responding visual features of such images. Motivated by
[24], we construct NAIR model by adopting the convolu-
tion neural network (CNN) plus Recurrent Neural Networks
(RNNs) framework, which encodes any given image into a
vector of fixed dimension, and decodes it to the target de-
scription. As shown in Fig. 2, our framework consists of
an aesthetic image classifier based on CNN, which can pre-
dict images as high- or low-aesthetic, and a language gen-
erator based on RNNs, which can produce reviews or com-
ments based on high-level CNN features. Specifically, we
propose two novel architectures based on shared aesthet-
ically semantic layers and task-specific embedding layers
at a high level to improve performance of different tasks
through multi-task learning. Here, the motivation to pro-
pose the models as such is that it is a common practice to
make use of shared layers at a high level in neural networks
for performance improvement on different tasks. We evalu-
ate the NAIR model on the AVA-Reviews dataset. The ex-
perimental results show that the proposed models can im-
prove the performance on different tasks compared to the
baselines. Moreover, we demonstrate that our model can
produce textual comments consistent with human intuition
on aesthetics. Our contributions are summarized as follows:
• The problem that we explore here is whether computer
vision systems can perceive image aesthetics as well
as generate reviews or explanations as human. To the
best of our knowledge, it is the first work to investigate
into this problem.
• By incorporating shared aesthetically semantic layers
at a high level, we propose an end-to-end trainable
NAIR architecture, which can approach the goal of
performing aesthetic prediction as well as generating
natural-language comments related to aesthetics.
• To enable this research, we collect the AVA-Reviews
dataset, which contains 52,118 images and 312,708
comments. We hope that this dataset could promote
researches on vision-language based image aesthetics.
2. Related Work
In this section, we review two related topics:
One topic is deep features for aesthetic classification.
The typical pipeline for image aesthetics classification is
to classify the aesthetic image of interest as high- or low-
aesthetic in the context of supervised learning. Since the
work by [11], the powerful deep features have shown a good
performance on various computer vision tasks. That in-
spires the use of deep features to improve the classification
performance for image aesthetics. Below, we review the
recent works based on deep CNN features. The existing ap-
proaches [9, 14, 15] aim to improve the performance of clas-
sification by extracting both global- and local-view patches
from high-resolution aesthetic images. Yet, the improved
classification accuracy does not make sense in revealing the
underlying mechanism of human or machine perception in
terms of image aesthetics. In view of such limit of the ex-
isting researches, we extend the traditional aesthetic image
assessment task by adding a language generator, which is
helpful to understand the mechanism of image aesthetics as
well as reason the focus of the visual perception of people
from the aesthetic perspective.
The other topic is generation of vision-to-language de-
scriptions. Generating image descriptions with texts au-
tomatically is an important problem in artificial intelli-
gence. The recent works take advantage of deep learn-
ing to generate natural-language descriptions to describe
image contents because deep learning based methods in
2
general promise superior performance. A typical pipeline
is the encoder-decoder based architecture, which is trans-
fered from neural machine translation [21] to computer vi-
sion. Modelling the probability distribution in the space of
visual features and textural sentences leads to generating
more novel sentences. For instance, in order to generate
textural descriptions for an image, [24] proposes an end-
to-end CNN-LSTM based architecture, where CNN feature
is considered as a signal to start LSTM. [26] improves the
image captioning performance using attention mechanism,
where the different regions of the image can be selectively
attended when generating a word in a step. [25, 28] achieves
a significant improvement on image captioning with high-
level concepts/attributes predicted by CNN. [8] and [10]
employ the rich information of individual regions in images
to generate dense image captions.
In the literature, despite the progress made in image cap-
tioning, the most existing approaches only generate factual
descriptive sentences. Notably, the trend of the recent re-
searches has been shifted to produce non-factual descrip-
tions. For example, [17] generates image captions with sen-
timents, and [5] proposes the StyleNet to produce humorous
and romantic captions. However, the generation of image
descriptions related to art and aesthetics remains an open
problem yet. In this work, we propose an end-to-end multi-
task framework that can not only classify aesthetic images,
but also generate sentences in terms of aesthetics for im-
ages.
3. Neural Models for Image Aesthetic Classifi-
cation and Vision-to-Language Generation
In this section, we introduce the deep learning archi-
tectures for image aesthetic classification and vision-to-
language generation. Since deep neural models achieve su-
perior performance in various tasks, deep CNN [14, 15] is
used for image aesthetic classification. Further, CNN plus
RNNs architecture [24] is used for generating vision-to-
language descriptions.
3.1. Image Aesthetic Classification
Here, we adopt the single-column CNN framework [14]
for image aesthetic classification. For the task of binary
classification, the learning process of CNN is as follows.
Given a set of training examples {(xi, yi)}, where xi is the
high-resolution aesthetic image, and yi ∈ {0, 1} the aes-
thetic label, then we minimize the cross-entropy loss de-
fined as follows:
Laesthetics (θ) = − 1
n
n∑
i=1
∑
yi
{yi log p (yˆi = yi|xi; θ)
+ (1− yi) log (1− p (yˆi = yi|xi; θ))}
(1)
Figure 3. Unrolled LSTM model along with an image representa-
tion based on CNN and word embedding.
where p (yˆi = yi|xi; θ) is the probability output of the soft-
max layer, and θ the weight set of CNN.
3.2. Vision-to-Language Generation
Following the previous works [21, 24, 4, 27], we adopt
the architecture of CNN plus RNNs to generate textural de-
scriptions for images. The key of these approaches is to
encode a given image into a fixed-dimension vector using
CNN, and then decode it to the target output description.
Formally, suppose that a training example pair (S, I) is
given, where I and S = {w1, w2, ..., wL} denote an image
and a textual description, respectively, and L is the length
of the description. The goal of the description generation is
to minimize the following loss function:
Llanguage (I, S) = − log p (S|I) (2)
where log p (S|I) is the log probability of the correct de-
scription given the visual features I . Since the model gen-
erates words in the target sentence one by one, the chain rule
can be applied to learn the joint probability over the context
words. Thus, the log probability of the description can be
given by the sum of the log probabilities over the words as
log p (S|I) =
L∑
t=1
log p (wt|I, w0, w1, ..., wt−1) (3)
At the training stage, we minimize the loss as shown in (3)
to guarantee the contextual relationship among words.
Naturally, we model the log probability as described
in (3) with Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM), which is
a variant of RNN, capable of learning long-term depen-
dencies [7]. We can train the LSTM model to generate
descriptions for images in an unrolled form as shown in
Fig. 3. First, we feed the LSTM model L + 2 words
S = {w0, w1, ..., wL, wL+1}, where w0, wL+1 represent
a special START token ”< /S >” and a special END to-
ken ”< /E >” of the description. At time step t = −1,
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Figure 4. The proposed models based on CNN plus RNNs architecture. It consists of an image aesthetic classification part, which performs
binary classification using the single-column CNN, and a vision-to-language generation part, which generates natural-language comments
using pipelined LSTM models. Model-I includes the shared aesthetically semantic layer. Model-II includes the task-specific embedding
layer.
we set x−1 = CNN(I), where an input image I is rep-
resented by CNN. From time t = 0 to t = L, we set
xt = Tewt, and then LSTM computes the hidden state ht
and the output probability vector yt using a recurrence for-
mula (ht, yt+1) = LSTM(ht−1, xt), where Te denote the
weights of word embedding [18].
Following [24], we feed the image representation x−1
to the LSTM model as input, and then use BeamSearch to
generate a description at the testing stage.
4. Neural Aesthetic Image Reviewer
Overview: Our model aims to predict high- or low-
aesthetic categories of images while automatically generate
natural-language comments related to aesthetics. We solve
this as a multi-task problem in an end-to-end deep learn-
ing manner. Similar to [24], we adopt the CNN plus RNNs
architecture, as illustrated in Fig. 4. The architecture con-
sists of an image aesthetic classification part and a vision-
to-language generation part. In the image aesthetic classifi-
cation part, we use the single-column CNN framework for
the task of binary classification. Further, the CNN frame-
work can produce a high-level visual feature vector for an
image, which can be fed to the vision-to-language part. In
the vision-to-language part, we use LSTM based models to
generate natural-language comments. We feed the high-
level visual feature vector as an input to pipelined LSTM
models. During inference, the procedure of generating tex-
tural descriptions on visual scenes is illustrated in Fig. 3.
When training the multi-task model, we feed a training in-
stance to the model repeatedly, which consists of an image,
the corresponding aesthetic category label, and a ground-
truth comment. Given a test image, the model automatically
predicts the image of interest as high- or low-aesthetic while
outputs a comment.
By utilizing multi-task learning, we propose three neural
models based on the CNN plus RNNs architecture to ap-
proach the goal of performing aesthetic prediction as well as
generating natural-language comments related to aesthetics.
Below, we describe the details of the proposed models.
Multi-task baseline: Here, we propose a baseline multi-
task framework. One natural way is to directly sum up the
loss for image aesthetic classification Laesthetics and the
loss for textural description generation Llanguage, which is
formulated as
Ljoint = αLaesthetics + βLlanguage (4)
whereLjoint is the joint loss for both tasks, and α, β control
the relative importance of the image aesthetic classification
task and the language generation task, respectively, which
are set based on validation data.
In this model, we minimize the joint loss function Ljoint
by changing the weights of the CNN components and the
RNNs components at the same time. Through the experi-
ment, we find that changing the weights of CNN compo-
nents has a negative effect.
Model-I: Motivated by the Multi-task baseline, we min-
imize the joint loss function Ljoint by fixing the weights
of CNN components while introducing a shared aestheti-
cally semantic layer, allowing two different tasks to share
information at a high level, which is illustrated in Fig. 4(a).
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Suppose that we have visual feature vector v as image rep-
resentation. Then, we can formulate the shared aesthetically
semantic layer Eshare as
Eshare = f (Wsv) (5)
where f can be a non-linear function such as ReLU func-
tion, and Ws is the weights for learning.
Model-II: The potential limitation of Model-I is that
some task-specific features can not be captured by the
shared aesthetically semantic layer. To address this prob-
lem, we introduce a task-specific embedding layer for each
task in addition to the shared aesthetically semantic layer as
described in Model-I.
Formally, we introduce the classification-specific em-
bedding layer Eclassification and the generation-specific
embedding layer Egeneration for the image aesthetic clas-
sification task and the vision-to-language generation task,
respectively, which can be defined as follows:
Eclassification = f (Wcv) (6)
Egeneration = f (Wgv) (7)
whereWc andWg are learnable parameters. In addition, we
have the shared aesthetically semantic layer Eshare, which
is defined in Equation (5). Then, we can concatenate the
task-specific embedding feature vector and the shared aes-
thetically semantic feature vector as the final feature repre-
sentation, which is shown in Fig. 4(b).
5. Experiments
We conduct a series of experiments to evaluate the ef-
fectiveness of the proposed models based on the newly col-
lected AVA-Reviews dataset.
5.1. AVA-Reviews Dataset
The AVA dataset [19] is one of the largest datasets
for studying image aesthetics, which contains more than
250,000 images download from a social network, namely,
Dpchallenge1. Each image has a large number of aesthetic
scores ranging from one to ten obtained via crowdsourc-
ing. Further, the Dpchallenge website allows users to rate
and comment on images. These reviews express users’ in-
sights into why to rate an image as such, and further give
guidelines on how to take photos. For instance, users use
comments such as “amazing composition”, “such fantas-
tic cropping and terrific angle”, or “very interesting mix of
warm and cold colors, good perspective” to express reasons
for giving high rating. In contrast, users use reviews such as
“too much noise”, “a bit too soft on the focus”, or “colors
seem a little washed out” to indicate why they give low rat-
ing. Based on this observation, we use the users’ comments
from Dpchallenge as our training corpus.
1http://www.dpchallenge.com/
Here, we describe how to extract AVA-Reviews from the
AVA dataset to compose the AVA-Reviews dataset for eval-
uation. Following the experimental settings in [19], the im-
ages with average scores less than 5 − δ are low-aesthetic
images, while the images with average scores greater than
or equal to 5+ δ are high-aesthetic images, where δ is a pa-
rameter to discard ambiguous images. In the AVA-Reviews
dataset, we let δ to be 0.5, and then we randomly select
examples from high-aesthetic images and low-aesthetic im-
ages to form the training set, validation set, and testing
set, respectively. Besides, we crawl all the comments from
Dpchallenge for each image in the AVA-Reviews dataset.
Each image has six comments. The statistics of the AVA-
Reviews dataset are shown in Table 5.1.
Train Validation Test
high-aesthetic images 20,000 3,000 3,059
low-aesthetic images 20,000 3,000 3,059
Totol Images 40,000 6,000 6,118
Reviews 240,000 36,000 36,708
Table 1. Statistics of the AVA-Reviews dataset
5.2. Parameter Settings and Implementation De-
tails
Following [24], we perform basic tokenization on the
comments in the AVA-Reviews dataset. We filter out the
words that appear less than four times, resulting in the vo-
cabulary of 13400 unique words. Each word is represented
as a “one-hot” vector2 with the dimension equal to the size
of the word dictionary. Then, the “one-hot” vector is trans-
formed to 512-dimensional word embedding vector. Be-
sides, we use the 2,048-dimensional vector as image rep-
resentation, which is output from the Inception-v3 model
pre-trained on ImageNet.
We implement the model using the open-source soft-
ware TensorFlow [1]. Specifically, we let the number of
the LSTM units to be 512. In order to avoid overfitting, we
apply the dropout technique [6] to LSTM variables with the
keep probability of 0.7. We initialize all the weights with
a random uniform distribution except for the weights of the
Inception-v3 model. Further, in Model-I, we let the units of
the shared aesthetically semantic layer to be 512. In Model-
II, we set the units of the shared aesthetically semantic layer
and the task-specific embedding layer to be identically 256.
To train the proposed models, we use stochastic gradient
descent with the fixed learning rate 0.1 and the mini-batch
size 32. For multi-task training, we can tune the weights α,
β using the validation set to obtain the optimal parameter
values. At the testing stage, we use the BeamSearch ap-
proach to generate comments with a beam of size 20 when
inputing an image.
2https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/One-hot
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Model Over accuracy BLEU-1 BLEU-2 BLEU-3 BLEU-4 METEOR ROUGE CIDEr
IAC 72.96 - - - - - - -
V2L - 47.0 24.3 13.0 6.9 10.4 24.4 5.2
MT baseline 70.57 45.2 23.5 12.7 5.9 9.7 24.1 4.2
Model-I 75.05 47.1 24.9 13.8 7.0 11.0 25.0 5.5
Model-II 76.46 49.5 26.4 14.5 7.4 11.5 26.1 6.0
Table 2. Performance of the proposed models on the AVA-Reviews dataset. We report overall accuracy , BLEU-1,2,3,4, METEOR,
ROUGE, and CIDEr. All values refer to percentage (%).
5.3. Evaluation Metrics
We evaluate the proposed method in two ways:
For the image aesthetic assessment model, we report the
overall accuracy, which is used in [16], [14], and [15]. It
can be formulated as
Overall accuracy =
TP + TN
P +N
(8)
where TP , TN , P , N denote true positive examples, true
negative examples, total positive examples, and total nega-
tive examples, respectively.
To evaluate the proposed language generation model, we
utilize four metrics including BLEU@N [20], METEOR
[12], ROUGE [13], and CIDEr [23]. For all the metrics,
a larger value means better performance. The evaluation
source code3 is released by Microsoft COCO Evaluation
Server [2].
5.4. Baselines for Comparsion
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed
multi-task models, we compare them with the following
models including two single-task models (image aesthetic
classification and vision-to-language) and a multi-task base-
line.
• Image Aesthetic Classification (IAC): We implement
the single-column CNN framework [14] to predict the
image of interest as high- or low-aesthetic images.
Unlike [14], we use the more powerful Inception-v3
model [22] as our architecture, which is pre-trained on
ImageNet. Following [22], the size of every input im-
age is fixed to 299 × 299 × 3.
• Vision-to-Language (V2L): We implement a lan-
guage generation model conditioned on the images un-
dergoing Neural Image Caption [24], which is based
on encoder-decoder architecture. Here, we train this
model on the AVA-Reviews dataset.
• Multi-task baseline (MT baseline): We implement
this model by minimizing the loss function as shown
in (4). Note that we change the weights of the CNN
components and the weights of the RNNs components
at the same time.
3https://github.com/tylin/coco-caption
5.5. Experimental Results
Table 5.2 reports the performance of the proposed mod-
els based on the AVA-Reviews dataset. The notations of
IAC, V2L, and MT baseline denote the models for com-
parision, namely, the image aesthetic classification model,
vision-to-language model, and multi-task baseline, respec-
tively. From Table 5.2, we can observe that (1) the MT
baseline achieves inferior results, suggesting that changing
the weights of the CNN components has a negative im-
pact; (2) Compared to IAC, V2L, and MT baseline, the
proposed Model-I achieves roughly 4.0 % average improve-
ment and 2.0 % improvement with regard to image aesthetic
prediction and vision-to-language generation, respectively,
which suggests that the shared aesthetically semantic layer
at a high level can improve the performance of aesthetic
prediction as well as that of vision-to-language. (3) Com-
pared to Model-I, the proposed Model-II further improves
the performance of aesthetic prediction as well as vision-to-
language. It suggests that the combination of task-specific
information and task-shared information can further aug-
ment the solution with the training over the multi-task ar-
chitecture.
Some representative examples resulting from the pro-
posed models are illustrated in Fig. 5. We can observe
that the proposed models can not only achieve satisfactory
image aesthetic prediction, but also generate reviews con-
sistent with human cognition. Such examples show that
the comments turned out from the proposed models allow
the insights into the principles of image aesthetics in broad-
spectrum contexts. The proposed models can generate the
reviews like “soft focus”, “distracting background”, and
“too small”, to suggest why the images obtain low-aesthetic
scores. On the other hand, our model also yields the phrases
like “great details”, “harsh lighting”, and “very nice por-
trait” to give the reasons of assigning high-aesthetic scores.
Compared to the ground-truth comments, we see that the
proposed models can learn the insights related to aesthetics
from the training data.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, we investigate into the problem whether
computer vision systems have the ability to perform image
aesthetic prediction as well as generate reviews to explain
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Ground-truth aesthetic score: 3.4
(Low-aesthetic category)
Ground-truth comments: Focus is
too soft here. Needs to be sharper.
It’s a little blurry
Prediction: Low-aesthetic category
Generated comments: This would
have been better if it was more fo-
cus.
Ground-truth aesthetic score: 3.7
(Low-aesthetic category)
Ground-truth comments: Too sat-
urated. Not well focused.
Prediction: Low-aesthetic category
Generated comments: The back-
ground is a little distracting.
Ground-truth aesthetic score: 4.2
(Low-aesthetic category)
Ground-truth comments: Would
help if the picture was larger.
Prediction: Low-aesthetic category
Generated comments: The image
is too small.
Ground-truth aesthetic score: 6.1
(High-aesthetic category)
Ground-truth comments: Great
detail on this fine bird nicely seper-
ated from background A very good
image
Prediction: High-aesthetic cate-
gory
Generated comments: Great detail
in the feathers.
Ground-truth aesthetic score: 5.5
(high-aesthetic category)
Ground-truth comments: This is
beautiful. The rim lighting on that
plant is perfect.
Prediction: High-aesthetic cate-
gory
Generated comments: The sim-
plicity of this shot.
Ground-truth aesthetic score: 5.6
(high-aesthetic category)
Ground-truth comments: Love
the light but the leaves look a bit
soft, the composition is also very
nice.
Prediction: High-aesthetic cate-
gory
Generated comments: The light-
ing is a bit harsh.
Ground-truth aesthetic score: 5.9
(high-aesthetic category)
Ground-truth comments: Tricky
shot to nail. Fantastic creatures.
Prediction: High-aesthetic cate-
gory
Generated comments: Nice cap-
ture with the composition and the
colors.
Ground-truth aesthetic score:
6.08 (high-aesthetic category)
Ground-truth comments: Really
good expression captured.
Beautiful huge eyes and great
expression and pose.
Prediction: High-aesthetic cate-
gory
Generated comments: Very nice
portrait with the composition.
Figure 5. Typical examples generated by the proposed models.
why the image of interest leads to a plausible rating score
as human cognition. For this sake, we collect the AVA-
Reviews dataset to do this research. Specifically, we pro-
pose two end-to-end trainable neural models based on CNN
plus RNNs architecture, namely, Neural Aesthetic Image
Reviewer. By incorporating shared aesthetically semantic
layers and task-specific embedding layers at a high level
for multi-task learning, the proposed models improve the
performance of both tasks. Indeed, the proposed models
can promise both image aesthetic classification and gener-
ation of natural-language comments simultaneously to aid
human-machine cognition.
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